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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY – APPLICATION OF DE MEASURES 

This executive summary provides a complete summary of the state of the practice for application of Digital 
Engineering (DE) measures, as the contributions of this research to the practice. 

Systems continue to grow in complexity, and with that growth comes greater difficulty in managing the 
development of these systems.1 The utilization of models to design systems is increasingly considered a 
principle of good system design.2 Model-Based Systems Engineering (MBSE) was conceived as “the 
formalized application of modeling” to the systems engineering process.3 As an emerging field, the MBSE 
literature and previous SERC research activities found discussion of the many benefits organizations can 
expect to achieve if the approach is implemented properly. However, evidence shows little attention to 
formally measure these benefits.4 Systems Engineering (SE) as a discipline has historically had difficulty 
providing quantifiable evidence of its value, although those familiar with the SE process attest to 
intuitively understanding its benefits.5 Transitioning from a document-based to a model-based approach 
to SE represents a substantial financial investment, and organizations want to know if the effort and cost 
to adopt MBSE are worth it. However, transitioning from a document-based to a model-based approach 
to SE represents also provides additional opportunity to measure the value of the process. 

Digital Engineering and Model-Based Engineering approaches are two components of enterprise digital 
transformation that have great promise to improve the efficiency and productivity of engineering 
activities, particularly for complex engineered systems. Core to this transformation is the integration of 
data and models across disciplines, often called the Authoritative Source of Truth (ASOT). Also critical to 
this transformation is a shift from document based activities to model-based activities as a basis for 
information flow across disciplines and stakeholders. The core concept in DE transformation is the use of 
evolving models as the primary source of knowledge about a system and its lifecycle, continually managed 
across all the development and management teams. Relatively recent advances in Model-Based Systems 
and Software Engineering (MBSSE) are maturing the digital system model as a central resource to manage 
data and models in the ASOT, providing integration across discipline-specific data and models. This is a 
change from simply engineering with models (a standard practice today) to use of a central set of 
architectural models that inform and manage all engineering decisions. An emerging international 
standard codifies this relationship: ISO/IEC/IEEE DIS 24641 Systems and Software engineering — Methods 
and tools for model-based systems and software engineering (MBSSE).6  

This research attempts to fill the value measurement gap by proposing a set of metrics that should be 
employed in order to best show the value of DE and MBSSE. Since there are many potential benefits, we 
pulled from performance measurement literature to systematically decide on which metrics should be 

 
1 DiMario, M., Cloutier, R., & Verma, D. (2008). Applying frameworks to manage SoS architecture. Engineering 
Management Journal, 20(4), 18-23. 
2 Bahill, A.T., & Botta, R. (2008). Fundamental principles of good system design. Engineering Management Journal, 
20(4), 9-17. 
3 Friedenthal, S., Griego, R., & Sampson, M. (2007). INCOSE model based systems engineering (MBSE) initiative. 
Presented at the INCOSE 2007 Symposium. 
4 Henderson, K., & Salado, A. (2021). Value and benefits of model‐based systems engineering (MBSE): Evidence 
from the literature. Systems Engineering, 24(1), 51-66. 
5 Honour, E. C. (2004). 6.2. 3 Understanding the value of systems engineering. Paper presented at the INCOSE 
International Symposium. 
6 Draft International Standard ISO/IEC/IEEE DIS 24641:2021(E), Systems and Software engineering — Methods and 
tools for model-based systems and software engineering. 
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prioritized in a causal model, then worked with a community of subject matter experts to refine that 
model into a set of potential measurement specifications. In the process, we evaluated the causal model 
using both literature reviews on DE measurement and discussions with selected enterprises and program 
offices. The primary contribution of this research is the measurement model, as actual quantitative 
measurement of DE and MBSSE remains at an early stage, and few concrete examples exist. At this point 
the research indicates 1) DE and MBSSE have measurable benefits, 2) DE/MBSSE measures can be defined 
and tracked, and are extensions to well-known software measures, and 3) DE/MBSSE measures primarily 
support the systems engineering process and can provide data-driven quantitative assessment of SE 
benefits, given an appropriate measurement framework. This research supports the development and 
maturation of that measurement framework.  

DE and MBSSE have measurable benefits: Previous research on benefits and metrics in DE surveyed both 
literature and the MBSE community to broadly collect potential measures associated with benefits and 
adoption indicators.7,8 The survey results and initial DE Metrics report remain available on the SERC 
website: https://sercuarc.org/results-of-the-serc-incose-ndia-mbse-maturity-survey-are-in. An eventual 
DE measurement framework should focus on measurement of the primary benefits of DE and MBSSE as 
well as adoption factors which often serve as leading indicators to these benefits. 

 

Figure 1. Top Benefits and Adoption Factors from Previous Research. 

The previous surveys were used to narrow down a set of eight direct benefits associated with DE 
measurement. These benefits were developed into a causal measurement model that identified the 
causal relationships and secondary benefits associated with these primary benefits. These direct benefits 
form the roots of the causal model, which can be considered as core activities in DE and MBSSE that lead 
to measurable benefit. 

The eight direct benefits were expanded in the causal model as a core of this research. From these direct 
benefits stem the secondary benefits which are the effects/result of these, including those potential 
metrics that are typically of interest to managers and other stakeholders such as reduced cost, improved 
quality, or reduced cycle time. For example, reduced cycle time could come from reusability, automation, 

 
7 SERC Technical Report SERC-2020-SR-001, Benchmarking the Benefits and Current Maturity of Model-Based 
Systems Engineering across the Enterprise, March 2020.  
8 SERC Technical Report SERC-2020-TR-002, Digital Engineering Metrics, June 2020. 

https://sercuarc.org/results-of-the-serc-incose-ndia-mbse-maturity-survey-are-in
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or information being more accessible, all direct benefits. The causal analysis helped to infer several 
outcomes with respect to DE metrics design, as discussed below. 

 

 

Figure 2. Direct Benefits of DE/MBSSE. 

First, there are three core factors for increased stakeholder involvement that are central to adoption: 
maturity of DE/MBSSE tools, maturity of DE/MBSSE methods and processes, and people willing to use the 
DE/MBSSE tools. Many of the other benefits of a digital transformation will be lost if artifacts have to be 
produced and activities have to be conducted outside of the digital environment and related models. 
Enterprise and program terminologies/ontologies and associated digital libraries are essential to creating 
the ASOT and adopting a model-centric approach. Both “number of people willing to use DE/MBSSE tools” 
and “number or percentage of models/data sets in the ASOT” are critical leading indicators of successful 
DE transformation. 

The causal model identified a set of base measures in the DE/MBSSE domain that are common to most 
digital transformation activities and well described in the software community. These include reduced 
errors/defects, reduced effort, and reduced cycle time. The causal model also indicates that reduced 
rework and reduced cost will be important secondary measures associated with these base measures. 

In reviews with the SME community, a key aspect of DE/MBSSE is to improve functional completeness and 
correctness of the underlying description of the design. The ability to quantify number of functions in a 
digital systems model is causally related to the direct benefits of Early V&V, Strengthened Testing, Better 
Support for Integration, and Increased Traceability. All of these again decompose to base measures of 
reduced errors/defects, reduced effort, and reduced rework. The DE community should put additional 
effort in defining measurement models associated with decomposition of capabilities, functions, and 
requirements. 

A further area of interest in the SME community is the efficiency gained in model-based review artifacts. 
Causally, these are related to the Better Accessibility of Information and Multiple Viewpoints of Model 
primary benefits. In this case, improved collaboration is the most central secondary benefit. Improved 
collaboration would be difficult to measure directly but is an important user experience metric to assess 
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via surveys of other means in the transformation process. Key related quantitative measures are reduced 
errors/defects and reduced rework, but in particular how these measures are tracked from phase to phase 
of the review and decision process. The core product related measures are defect resolution by phase and 
rework that must be done or travelled to later phases. Leading indicators would be associated with 
number of review discrepancies/actions and decision signoffs or approvals at the review. 

Another primary benefit area is Higher Level of Support for Automation. Central to automation are number 
of people willing to use DE/MBSSE tools (automation should increase this), easy to make changes, reduced 
effort, and reduced time. Reusability is a final primary benefit and is most causally related to better 
knowledge management/capture. Knowledge management is traditionally a difficult area to measure. In 
DE/MBSSE the causal linkage is from program terminologies/ontologies and associated digital libraries, to 
reuse of data and models, to better knowledge management/capture.  

DE and MBSSE have unique workflows: The causal model supported the development of a framework for 
the specific work performed in the domain of DE and MBSSE. DE/MBSSE have three interrelated concerns: 
the transformation of engineering activities to fully digital infrastructure, artifacts, and processes; the use 
of data and models to improve the efficiency and productivity of engineering practice; and the use of 
MBSSE to fully integrate system data and models with engineering, program management, and other 
domains and disciplines. DE/MBSSE practices are a set of methods, processes, and tools for the life cycle 
definition, development, and sustainment of complex engineered systems. DE creates not only the 
product itself, but also the digital data and models that define and then support the product over its life 
cycle. Because DE and MBSSE processes help to define the capabilities of the eventual system, DE/MBSSE 
measures can serve as useful leading indicators for other product related measures. DE/MBSSE can also 
produce independent products in support of delivered data, hardware, and software products such as 
digital twins or other model- or simulation-based executable systems. For DE/MBSSE, stakeholder 
concerns include actual users of the system and software, as well as the development teams, support 
teams, customer, and enterprise managers. Decomposition of the DE process flow is generally associated 
with models and underlying data, and the digital infrastructure supporting them.  

 

Figure 3. DE/MBSSE Measurement Framework. 

Operational, System, and Discipline Specific Models: DE and MBSSE are primarily concerned with the 
development and support of models and the data used by the models to support life cycle decisions.  

Data & Model Ontology: DE and MBSSE artifacts are maintained in a repository, referred to as the ASOT, 
and stakeholders work from the same data and models. In order for work to proceed efficiently, all users 
of the repository must be able to work from a common taxonomy and underlying set of ontological 
relationships maintained by the DE toolsets. 
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Process Models: Work is planned and implemented through a set of defined processes that evolve and 
produce a set of life cycle artifacts in digital form designed to integrate across the products, people, and 
processes involved in the project. 

Life-cycle Models: DE and MBSSE metrics are generally associated with life cycle phases, decision points, 
and information needs. 

Digital Infrastructure: The infrastructure includes the establishment of a set of computing assets and tools 
that support the other DE work in an efficient and productive manner, as well as the training and 
organizational capabilities to support this infrastructure. 

DE and MBSSE create software products: The benefits of DE and MBSSE are associated with intangible 
products, generally defined in software, even though much of the purpose of DE/MBSSE is to improve 
tangible products. Thus, measurement of DE and MBSE is primarily a software measurement activity. 
Because of this, the Practical Software and Systems Measurement (PSM) framework was selected as a 
baseline measurement specification approach. This supported transition of previous research on DE/ 
MBSSE benefits into specifiable measurement constructs and approaches. PSM defines an information-
driven measurement process focused on the technical and business goals of any organization, and allows 
specification of measurement goals, information, and indicators.9 In addition, the PSM initiative 
(www.psmsc.com) provides a foundation for publication, training, and support of this work.10 In this 
research, the eight primary benefits were translated into measurement specifications using the PSM 
methodology. This is a community effort sponsored by the SERC, the Aerospace Industries Association 
(AIA), the International Council on Systems Engineering (INCOSE), the National Defense Industrial 
Association (NDIA), and PSM. Direct transition of this research informed the development of a DE 
Measurement Framework and Specification planned for draft release in early 2022. 

The original PSM guide was published in 2001. In 2020, an extension to the guidance was published 
covering additional measurement concepts associated with software and system continuous iterative 
development (CID). The CID framework directly applies to DE and MBSSE in the use of evolving models as 
the primary source of knowledge about a system and its lifecycle. The DE measurement framework further 
extends the PSM base framework to cover DE/MBSSE measurement concepts. The DE measurement 
framework addresses functional size and stability of the product and models, product quality, and process 
performance metrics.  

The PSM methodology encourages development of a measurement information model using Information 
needs, measurable Concepts, and Measurement constructs. These are initially captured in an “ICM” table. 
The causal model was used to target the ICM table to measures that were specific to DE/MBSSE. The final 
ICM table will be published with the framework document, however initial direct and secondary measures 
are as follows: 

 

 
9 Jones, et al., Practical Software Measurement: Objective Information for Decision Makers, Addison-Wesley 
Professional, 2001. 
10 www.psmsc.com 

http://www.psmsc.com/
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Table 1. Primary Benefits, Direct and Secondary Measures. 

Primary Benefits  Direct Measure Example Secondary Measures 

Higher level support 
for automation 

Product Automation Deployment Lead Time, Efficiency, 
Effort, Deployment Lead Time, Cost 

Early Verification and 
Validation (V&V) 

Model Review Item Discrepancies Defect Resolution, Rework, 
Deployment Lead Time 

Strengthened Testing Defect Detection, Defect 
Resolution (by phase) 

Rework, Deployment Lead Time 

Better Accessibility of 
Information (ASOT) 

ASOT Frequency of Access Deployment Lead Time, Runtime 
Performance, Number of Consumers of 
the ASOT 

Increased Traceability Model Traceability Functional Architecture Completeness 
and Volatility, Functional Correctness, 
Product Size 

Multiple Model 
Viewpoints 

Number of Model Views/Artifacts Efficiency, Runtime Performance, 
Model Review Item Discrepancies 

Reusability Model Reuse Automation, Model Traceability 

Higher Level of 
Support for 
Integration 

Deployment Lead Time Functional Correctness, Efficiency 

DE and MBSSE support systems engineering: The focus on data and models as a foundation to deployed 
products and services, and the means to instrument and measure the workflow, provide an opportunity 
to strengthen the systems engineering process. The Systems Engineering Leading Indicators Guide, 
published by INCOSE, identified a set of measures to assess the effectiveness of the systems engineering 
process.11 Despite the maturity of these indicators, few complete examples of actual measurement exist, 
primarily due to the lack of tools that can quantitatively track these measures. With DE and MBSSE, much 
of the systems engineering process moves from standalone documents to integrated software tools. The 
causal model and related measures offer the opportunity to define a digital infrastructure to 
quantitatively measure the effectiveness of systems engineering. Important quantitative measures 
supporting selected leading indicators include: 

• Requirements Trends: Model Traceability, Functional Architecture Completeness & Volatility 

• System Definition Change Backlog Trends: Rework, Effort, Efficiency 

• Interface Trends: Model Traceability, Functional Architecture Completeness & Volatility 

• Requirements Verification & Validation Trends: Deployment Lead Time, Efficiency 

• Work Product Approval Trends: Number of Model Views/Artifacts, Deployment Lead Time 

• Review Action Closure Trends: Model Review Item Discrepancies 

• Defect & Error Trends: Defect Detection, Defect Resolution, Rework 

• Technical Measurement Trends: ASOT Frequency of Access 

• Architecture Trends: Functional Architecture Completeness and Volatility, Functional 
Correctness, Product Size 

• Cost & Schedule Pressure: Efficiency, Rework, Deployment Lead Time 

 
11 Massachusetts Institute of Technology, INCOSE, and PSM, Systems Engineering Leading Indicators Guide, v. 2.0, 
International Council on Systems Engineering, 2010. 
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Validation of DE and MBSSE measures: At this point there are very few developmental and sustainment 
programs that are implementing a DE/MBSSE formal measurement program, and fewer that are 
publishing results to the community on their measurement results. Most of the benefits of DE/MBSSE 
remain perceived not measured, and the Working Group’s efforts to define measurement specifications 
remain a consensus view of “where do I start” not yet “what are the most valuable.”  

One publicly reported effort to quantitatively measure the benefits of DE and MBSSE was published in 
2021 by the U.S. Navy Submarine Warfare Federated Tactical Systems (SWFTS) program.12 The SWFTS 
program has been transitioning from a document-centric SE process to a model-based process over the 
past decade. The publication quantified a positive return on investment from this transition based on 
several quantitative measurement activities. The authors make several conclusions about DE/MBSSE 
based on the metrics they took/calculated. First, the MBSSE process was more efficient than the legacy 
process, specifically with regard to the effort needed to modify and configuration-manage interface 
requirements. Second, interface defects were discovered earlier when it is typically less expensive to fix. 
Third, MBSSE produced a higher quality product, in terms of total number of defects found. Finally, the 
authors determined that a positive project cost ROI was achieved from the investment to use MBSE. The 
authors also note additional qualitative and observed benefits throughout. 

 

Figure 4. SWFTS Quantified Benefits (Rogers & Mitchell, p. 18). 

SWFTS is a common set of mission hardware and software that has been fielded across multiple submarine 
classes and multiple baselines since 1998. To date, the program reported 18 total baseline releases to 104 
total submarines. The program moved to a common requirements model in 2009 with baseline 10 and to 
a full MBSSE model in 2011 with baseline 12. The report discusses the baseline change process and the 

 
12 Rogers, E. and Mitchell, S., “Submarine Warfare Federated Tactical Systems (SWFTS) program,” Systems 
Engineering, 2021: 1-24. 
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realized quantitative benefits of the full MBSSE process over the equivalent requirements only process. 
Since moving to the MBSSE process, the paper reported a 37% decrease in fielded product trouble reports, 
a 9% decrease in overall problem reports, an 18% increase in “saves” or problems discovered in earlier 
phases, and an 18% decrease in total SE effort hours. 

SWFTS quantified these primary benefits: of Increased Traceability, Early V&V and Strengthened Testing, 
Support for Integration, and Automation. The work demonstrated measurement approaches related to 
Product Automation, Efficiency, Model Traceability, Functional Completeness, Functional Correctness, 
Defect Detection and Defect Resolution, Product Size (of baseline changes), and Effort. These measures 
were coupled to the organizations financial (effort, cost and schedule) tracking systems to establish the 
comparative benefits shown. 

In discussions with other programs that are in the process of developing a DE/MBSSE measurement 
approach, the link from DE/MBSSE benefits to fielded product timeliness, quality, and effort remain 
strong. The focus on product quality, as measured in defects per phase and elimination of rework, remains 
front and center. One program was primarily interested in the ability of a DE/MBSSE process to improve 
both cycle times of internal and deployed releases, as well as cycle time consistency.  

However, most of the organizations and programs surveyed to date are just beginning to define a 
DE/MBSSE measurement activity. These are helping to define the core measures as reflected in the DE 
Measurement Framework but not at the point where validation of the causal model is possible. Continuing 
efforts to mature the practice of DE/MBSSE measurement are needed. 

Maturing DE/MBSSE measures: In summary, the community is gaining a much greater understanding of 
the opportunity to quantify DE/MBSSE measures, but actual implementation, lessons learned, and 
experience remain in early stages of practice. The DE/MBSSE community continues to search for a starting 
point for measures. This research to categorize MBSSE benefits and the resultant causal model, as well as 
the initial draft DE measurement framework, will provide a baseline for programs to begin focused efforts 
on measurement and quantification of benefits. The digital transformation and shift from document-
based to model-based artifacts offer a great opportunity to quantify and expand the application of 
systems engineering to complex projects. 

DE/MBSSE tools support some of the quantitative data needed to collect and analyze these measures. For 
example, a core focus of current MBSE tools is traceability, and most offer the means to measure Model 
Traceability directly. From this, Functional Completeness and Volatility as well as Functional Correctness 
can be derived. Also modeling tools all define model elements which can be directly converted to Product 
Size, although the definition of elements varies from tool to tool, and additional experience is needed on 
the most valuable model element relationships to measure. Most of the MBSSE tools surveyed provide 
configuration management support but do not directly support quality measures such as Defect 
Resolution and Rework. However, programs can today build the digital infrastructure to support tracking 
of these measures through tool integration standards and features. 

As the maturity of DE/MBSSE measurement practice increases, this initial baseline measurement 
framework and underlying causal measurement model will continue to inform the community. 
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RESEARCH RESULTS 

The remainder of this report discusses the research results in detail. Section 1 provides background 
information including a summary of previous research. Section 2 describes the DE Metrics Working Group 
activities supported by this research task. The effort teamed with a Digital Engineering Measurement 
Framework development effort sponsored by the Aerospace Industries Association (AIA), the 
International Council on Systems Engineering (INCOSE), the National Defense Industrial Association 
(NDIA), and the DoD Practical Software and System Measures (PSM) initiative. This group of subject matter 
experts generated an initial metrics table using a metrics specification process developed by PSM.13 The 
causal model was combined with subject matter expert (SME) inputs to understand causal relationships 
between a bottoms-up SME view of what measures might have value and the benefit/adoption 
framework to come to an agreed-upon initial list of metrics. An initial DE measures specification remains 
in development with a planned release to the community by the end of the year 2021. The integration of 
the causal model and initial list of measurement specifications were used by the research team to develop 
the overall DE Measurement Framework which will become part of the published specification. The DE 
Measurement Framework is discussed in section 3 and the causal model is presented in section 4. 

Section 5 presents a set of analyses conducted on the causal model and the DE Measurement Framework 
in order to provide initial validation of the model. The framework was used to organize an 
interrelationship map of measures to goals and also was used to develop a list of measurement categories 
and metrics in a goal-question-metric (GQM) format.14 Finally, the GQM categories and metrics were 
tested against several programs that are using DE and MBSE. Unfortunately, that list is quite small today. 

1. BACKGROUND 

Previous research on WRT-1001, Digital Engineering Metrics, developed and defined two frameworks that 
categorize DE and MBSSE benefits and adoption strategies which can be universally applied to a formal 
enterprise change strategy and associated performance measurement activities. The first framework is 
linked to the benefits of DE/MBSSE and categorized 48 benefit areas linked to four digital transformation 
outcome areas: quality, velocity/agility, user experience, and knowledge transfer. This framework 
identified a number of candidate success metrics. The second framework provided a categorization of 37 
success factors linked to organizational management subsystems encompassing leadership, 
communication, strategy and vision, resources, workforce, change strategy and processes, customers, 
measurement and data, workforce, organization DE processes relate to DE, and the organizational and 
external environments. These two frameworks provide a comprehensive list of potential enterprise 
performance metrics for the DE and MBSSE transformation, but also found that the DE community has 
not yet standardized or developed best practices linking DE practices to measured performance.15 

DE is a subset of the larger aspects of enterprise digital transformation. Gartner16 reported four common 
characteristics for good enterprise level digital transformation metrics: adoption, usability, productivity, 

 
13 Available at: www.psmsc.com. 
14 Basili, V. R.; Weiss, D. M. (November 1984). "A Methodology for Collecting Valid Software Engineering Data". 
IEEE Transactions on Software Engineering. SE-10 (6): 728–738. 
15 SERC Technical Report SERC-2020-TR-002, Digital Engineering Metrics, June 8, 2020. 
16 https://www.gartner.com/smarterwithgartner/how-to-measure-digital-transformation-progress/ 
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and new value. The metrics categories (in parentheses below) were derived as part of this work and are 
discussed below. 

• Measure people adoption, and enterprise process adoption (adoption) 

• Analyze breadth of usability, and issues with usability (user experience) 

• Measure productivity indicators (velocity/agility) 

• Generate new value to the enterprise (quality and knowledge transfer) 

Digital transformation is a change process heavily rooted in workforce and culture, as noted by Goal 5 of 
the DoD Digital Engineering Strategy. The change process needs to assess both adoption of the methods 
and tools into the workforce in terms of number of users, resources, etc., and also the drivers of adoption 
that are linked to user experience with the methods and tools. To understand productivity indicators and 
areas of new value, the previous SERC study, Enterprise System-of-Systems Model for Digital Thread 
Enabled Acquisition, was used as the base digital enterprise transformation model.17 This study linked 
digital enterprise transformation to outcomes related to improved quality, improved velocity/agility, and 
better knowledge transfer. Knowledge transfer is a unique value of DE/MBSSE that can be distinguished 
from other digital enterprise transformation metrics, as a primary goal of MBSSE and the ASOT is 
communication, sharing, and management of data, information, and knowledge.  

From this background research, we created a general categorization of DE/MBSSE organizational change 
metrics linked to quality, velocity/agility, user experience, knowledge transfer, and adoption, as shown in 
Figure 5. The categorization in Figure 5 is supported by rigorous surveys as detailed in the survey results 
and framework development of the previous research. 

The full list of benefits and adoption factors are presented in Figures 6 and 7. 

 
17 Systems Engineering Research Center, Technical Report SERC-2018-TR-109, Enterprise System-of-Systems Model 
for Digital Thread Enabled Acquisition, July 13, 2018. 

Figure 5. Top-Level Metrics Framework. 
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Figure 6. Full Set of Benefits from Previous Research. 

 

Figure 7. Full Set of Adoption Factors from Previous Research. 
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The community perceives significant benefit from DE transformation, but specific benefits have not yet 
been translated to organizational value drivers and success metrics. There is a need to develop common 
guidance to program offices on data collection and to define and test several top-level measures that can 
be consistently used across those offices. Best practices for measurement of DE processes, uptake, and 
benefits do not yet exist in the community, and the transformation process is not yet mature enough 
across the community to standardize best practices and success metrics. The continuing research seeks 
to build initial measurement models and prototype measurement approaches for an initial set of these 
metrics. 

2. DIGITAL ENGINEERING METRICS WORKING GROUP 

As part of this project, the research team 
helped to form a government/industry/ 
academia working group to develop and 
maintain a specification for quantitative DE 
measurement. The working group was co-
founded and has been co-chaired by the PI 
on this project, Tom McDermott. The 
activity is jointly sponsored by the SERC, AIA, 
INCOSE, NDIA, and PSM. Approximately 20 
subject matter experts have contributed to 
the working group. The goal is to publish an 
initial consensus document that specifies 
measures and measurement methods in 
early 2022. 

The working group is following the PSM methodology as a rigorous approach to definition of a 
measurement model. According to PSM, “Measurement is most effective when implemented in support 
of an organization’s business and technical objectives and when integrated with the existing technical and 
management activities.” Measurement should be performed at the project, product, and enterprise level. 
In the PSM methodology, the information model links the data that can be measured to a specified 
information need, as illustrated in Figure 8. More detail on the discussions in this section can be found in 
Practical Software and Systems Measurement. 18  

The framework focuses on measurement entities and attributes that are specific to systems and software 
processes and products, such as size, effort, and defects.  These produce measurement concepts that are 
then specified as measurement constructs which describe how the relevant attributes are quantified and 
how they can be converted to indicators that provide a basis for decision making. A single measurement 
construct may involve three types, or levels, of measures: base measures, derived measures, and 
indicators. The causal model helped to distinguish between these types and was useful in development 
of the concepts and relationships described in the next sections. Measurement specifications focus on all  
three levels of measures - base measures, derived measures, and indicators - additional information 
content is added in the form of rules, models, and decision criteria.  

 
18 Jones, et al., Practical Software Measurement: Objective Information for Decision Makers, Addison-Wesley 
Professional, 2001. 
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Figure 8. PSM Framework. 

The research team worked with the DE Metrics Working Group to initially create and prioritize an 
“Information Category-Measurable Concept-Measures” (ICM) Table. A segment of this is shown in Figure 
9 and the full table will be published in the DE Measurement Framework when that is released. The ICM 
Table identifies a set of measures that have been identified as being practical measures to address these 
information needs, based on practical experience from the working group members. The table was 
iterated with the help of the initial causal model discussed in section 4 and agreed upon as a working 
artifact to begin development of measurement specifications. The research team participated in regular 
working group meetings, developed the measurement framework (discussed in section 3), and authored 
several measurement specifications. 

 

Figure 9. Sample ISCM Table entries. 

3. DE MEASUREMENT FRAMEWORK – WHAT ARE WE MEASURING? 

Much of the following section was incorporated into the draft DE Measurement Framework document, 
as a core description of the activities to be performed and broad measurement concepts for DE/MBSSE. 

Information Need

Measurable
Concept

Measurement
Construct

Entity Attribute

Information
Product

Information Need

Can be addressed by 

many different measures

Measurable Concept

Describes possible ideas 

to satisfy information 

needs

Entities and Attributes

Specific products and 

parameters to be 

measured

Measurement Construct

Documents the detailed 

definition of a measure

Information Product

The measures and 

interpretations

Adapted from ISO/IEC/IEEE 15939 - Measurement Process
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DE and MBSSE are part of a larger digital transformation effort focused on transformation of development 
and acquisition activities for complex products and services. DE and MBSSE center on the concept of 
shared data and models as a means to increase the efficiency and productivity of engineering and other 
related developmental processes. 

Many of the measurable benefits of DE are associated with the use of both data and digital models as a 
community “source of truth” for all life cycle activities. MBSSE is an approach that uses models to drive 
all aspects of the product life cycle and that data is created once and reused by all downstream data 
consumers.19  A practice is “model-based” to the extent that the artifacts it generates are sufficiently 
precise and complete that they improve life cycle efficiency and productivity.20 

Thus, DE has three interrelated concerns: the transformation of engineering activities to fully digital 
infrastructure, artifacts, and processes; the use of data and models to improve the efficiency and 
productivity of engineering practice; and the use of MBSSE practice to fully integrate system data and 
models with engineering, program management, and other domains and disciplines. 

DE is generally a set of methods, processes, and tools for the life cycle definition, development, and 
sustainment of complex engineered systems. DE creates not only the product itself, but also the digital 
data and models that define and then support the product over its life cycle. Because DE processes help 
to define the capabilities of the eventual system, DE measures can serve as useful leading indicators for 
other product related measures. DE can produce independent products in support of delivered data, 
hardware, and software products such as digital twins or other model- or simulation-based executable 
systems. For DE, stakeholder concerns include actual users of the system and software, as well as the 
development teams, support teams, customer, and enterprise managers. In an integrated DE 
environment, all workers, at all security and management levels, have secure and immediate access to 
the digital information they need to do their work. The measures need to provide value to all stakeholders 
and inform diverse data and information needs. 

A challenge with measures is both ensuring that they provide information needed to support decision 
making and that they are actually collected and used. A small set of measures should be tailored for each 
program and organization, focused on those needed for fact-based decision making. The measures should 
be regularly reviewed to ensure they are being used and that the decisions made using those measures 
are producing the intended outcomes. If not, other measures may be required, or additional training may 
be required for decision makers on how the measures can be utilized. For DE, the information is related 
to the primary benefits listed previously in Table 1 of this report. DE measures should inform the team, 
product managers, and/or the enterprise that they are achieving these benefits.  

A successful measurement program depends on establishing a clear context and operational definitions 
for the measures to be collected. Definitions can sometimes vary depending on the references and how 
measures are applied. The diagrams and definitions that follow provide the terminology used in this DE 
measurement framework, in order to establish a common understanding, so that measures can be 
implemented and used consistently with community consensus. 

 
19 J. Lubell, K. Chen, S. Frechette, J. Horst and P. Huang, “NIST Technical Note 1753: Model Based Enterprise / 
Technical Data Package Summit Report,” August 2012. [Online]. 
Available: https://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/TechnicalNotes/NIST.TN.1753.pdf.  
20 https://modelbasedengineering.com/faq/ 

https://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/TechnicalNotes/NIST.TN.1753.pdf
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DE Work Decomposition 

The previous research on benefits and adoption factors created a broad list of potential constructs. The 
goal of this research was to narrow down that set and build a unique measurement framework for DE and 
MBSSE. That measurement framework is shown in Figure 10 and reflects the specific work to be done in 
the DE processes.  

 

Figure 10. DE Measurement Framework. 

Operational, System, and Discipline Specific Models: DE is primarily concerned with the development 
and support of models and the data used by the models to support life cycle decisions. There is not a 
single model, but a set of models used to define the operational use of the system, analyze discipline 
specific concerns, and manage the relationships between individual models. In MBSSE, the System Model 
is the result of a unique work activity that is used as the central repository for design decisions that span 
multiple engineering and business concerns; design decisions are captured as model elements in that 
System Model.21 Modeling concerns include abstraction, correctness, completeness, accuracy, authority, 
and validation. All of these affect the nature and amount of work necessary to develop and support 
models. 

Data & Model Ontology: DE artifacts are maintained in a repository, referred to as the ASoT, and 
stakeholders work from the same data and models. This repository consists of sets of application specific 
data models, which define how data is stored and accessed, and a set of domain ontologies, which define 
more generic concepts and relationships in the domain that support sharing of data and knowledge. In 
order for work to proceed efficiently, all users of the repository must be able to work from a common 
taxonomy and underlying set of ontological relationships maintained by the DE toolsets. An important 
benefit of DE is the potential ability to automate management of data and models, such that a change in 
one area of the ASoT is automatically reflected in all other areas. Work must include the development and 
maintenance of an appropriate data and model ontology. 

Process Models: Work is planned and implemented through a set of defined processes that evolve and 
produce a set of life cycle artifacts in digital form designed to integrate across the products, people, and 
processes involved in the project. A DE process model defines stakeholder roles, digital artifacts, when 
they are required, how they are used, how they are managed, and how data is produced and consumed 
by the stakeholders. 

 
21 L. Delligati, SysML Distilled: A Brief Guide to the Systems Modeling Language, Addison-Wesley 2013. 
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Life-cycle Models: DE supports multiple practices and life cycle approaches. DE metrics are generally 
associated with life cycle phases, decision points, and information needs. The measurement model 
implementation must be tailored to the specifics of the system/program life cycle(s). 

Digital Infrastructure: The infrastructure includes the establishment of a set of computing assets and tools 
that support the other DE work in an efficient and productive manner, as well as the training and 
organizational capabilities to support this infrastructure. The digital infrastructure may be program and 
domain specific and will integrate tools from multiple disciplinary practices. Work requires an established 
infrastructure, which may be developed incrementally with other aspects of this decomposition. The 
digital infrastructure must support the information needs and related measurement data for the 
organization. 

DE Related Concepts 

The research identified three additional necessary concepts that form the basis for the measurement 
framework. These are the ASOT, model elements, and life-cycle phases. 

Authoritative Source of Truth 

The concept of an ASOT is central to the use of DE. Use of the ASOT requires a set of digital artifacts that 
is structured such that every artifact (data element or model element) is owned by a single entity and 
managed in only one place. In use, linkages to these artifacts are by reference only. Because all other DE 
activities refer back to the primary "source of truth" location, updates to the artifact in the primary 
location propagate to the entire system without the possibility loss or duplication.22 By definition an 
authoritative source of truth is an entity such as a person, governing body, or system that applies expert 
judgement and rules to proclaim a digital artifact is valid and originates from a legitimate source.23  

The authoritative source of truth for a digital artifact serves as the primary means of ensuring the 
pedigree, credibility and coherence of the digital artifact that its creators share with a variety of 
stakeholders. It gives stakeholders from diverse organizations and distributed locations the authorization 
to access, analyze, and use valid digital artifacts from an authoritative source. The owners of digital 
environments or the community for digital engineering ecosystems provides stakeholders with an 
authoritative source of truth that assures confidence in the quality of the digital artifact across disciplines, 
domains, and life cycle phases. 

In order to do so, a digital artifact’s authoritative source of truth should meet four conditions. First, the 
digital artifact originates from a repository recognized by a governing entity as a System of Record (SoR). 
Second, the majority of experts accepts the credibility, accuracy, relevance, timeliness, and 
trustworthiness of a digital artifact because it meets their “criteria of truth”. For example, in the MBSSE 
domain, the digital artifact may meet the criteria of truth when most stakeholders agree that the 
preponderance of evidence upholds the validity of the digital artifact because it represents a commonly 
accepted perspective of reality. Third, a digital artifact’s source is an authoritative when most experts 
agree that the source is legitimate. Finally, the digital artifact originates from a technological system that 
maintains its integrity and reinforces the conditions. If the SoR satisfies the four conditions; then, it is the 
Authoritative Source of Truth for its digital artifact.24 

 
22 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Single_source_of_truth. 
23 https://www.omgwiki.org/MBSE/doku.php?id=mbse:authoritative_source_of_truth. 
24 https://www.omgwiki.org/MBSE/doku.php?id=mbse:authoritative_source_of_truth. 
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Many of the DE/MBSSE measurement concepts are built around the models and data contained in the 
ASOT concept. 

Model Element 

The ISO/IEC/IEEE draft MBSSE standard defines model elements as atomic (elementary) items that 
represent individual components, actions, states, messages, properties, relationships, and other items 
that describe composition, characteristics, or behavior of a system.25 

A model element is an abstraction drawn from the system being modeled, representing an elementary 
component of a model. The number and type of model elements in the ASoT will be determined by the 
development process. Delligatti states that if the system model is the central repository for design 
decisions, each design decision is captured as a model element or relationship between elements.26 There 
is no predefined categorization of elements – they can be defined by the underlying ontology of the 
system model or of the tool used to create and manage the models.  

DE/MBSSE processes do not explicitly determine and create model elements, they are created as a natural 
part of the modeling process. However, the DE measurement approach and associated metrics should 
recognize a defined concept of a model element such that 1) the relative size of the DE effort can be 
measured and compared to other efforts or plans, and 2) the quality of the DE design decisions 
(correctness and completeness) can be measured. 

As one example, Sparx Systems defines the following Model Element Objects associated with SysML:27 

• Model - Creates a Package containing a SysML Model. 

• Model Library - Creates a Package containing a SysML Model Library. 

• View - Creates a stereotyped Class that defines a SysML View of a system, from the 
perspective of a SysML View Point. 

• View Point - Creates a stereotyped Class that defines a SysML View Point, which 
specifies the rules and conventions for the construction and use of Views. 

• Stakeholder - Creates a stereotyped Class that defines a SysML Stakeholder. 

• Package - Groups model constructs in a single unit of containment. 

As another example, IBM defines UML model elements into the following four categories:28 

• Structural model elements - These elements model the static parts of a system. Some 
examples include classifiers such as actors, classes, components, information items, and 
nodes. 

• Behavioral model elements - These elements model the dynamic parts of a system. 
Typically, you find behavioral model elements in state machine and interaction 
diagrams. Some examples include activities, decisions, messages, objects, and states. 

• Organizational model elements - These elements group model elements into logical 
sets. A package is an example of an organizational model element. 

• Annotational model elements - These elements provide comments and descriptions. 

 
25 ISO/IEC/IEEE draft DIS 24641:2021(E) standard: Systems and software engineering – Methods and tools for 
Model-based systems and software engineering 
26 L. Delligati, SysML Distilled: A Brief Guide to the Systems Modeling Language, Addison-Wesley 2013. 
27 https://sparxsystems.com/enterprise_architect_user_guide/15.2/model_domains/sysml_model_elements.html 
28 https://www.ibm.com/docs/en/rational-soft-arch/9.7.0?topic=models-uml-model-elements 
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In order to extract measurement information from the ASOT, the project must determine the type of 
model elements it will measure. These will be constrained by the tools selected. Additional work is 
required to standardize on guidance for model elements that are most relevant to DE measurement. 

Life-cycle Phase 

A life-cycle is the evolution of a system, product, service, or other human-made entity from conception 
through retirement.29 Every developed product has a life-cycle, even if it is not formally specified. The 
purpose of specifying a life-cycle is to establish a framework for meeting stakeholder needs in an orderly 
and efficient manner, increasing the likelihood for optimizing the use of resources against the schedule. 
A life-cycle consists of phases, with each life-cycle phase having a purpose and an outcome. Life-cycle 
phases and decision gates for transition between phases can be used to mature the product design by 
establishing specific checkpoints to ensure that customer needs are properly understood and met before 
committing time and resources too early. These checkpoints provide the development team, support 
team, management (internal and external), and other key stakeholders an incremental view of the 
progress being made with respect to planned expectations for that point in the life cycle, as well as related 
risks and issues. The checkpoints also provide opportunities for follow-on course correction to help ensure 
the project’s successful mission delivery. 

Each life-cycle phase represents a team's work on the product leading to a release, as well as the work 
required to support, update, and then retire the product after a release. Each life-cycle phase is an 
agreement between stakeholders in the project to create a product baseline and a decision point (called 
phase gates) that formally defines how the project should move forward. Each phase can have one or 
more gates. Each life-cycle phase produces a set of artifacts that are used by the following phases. The 
total set of these artifacts is termed the baseline. Often programs use a phase gate review process to 
determine artifact expectations or suitability for the next phase. Each gate has a target status; when the 
product has that status, the product can pass through the gate.30 

In a DE-based project, all artifacts are managed in the ASoT. Configuration management of these artifacts 
from phase to phase and gate to gate must be assured to create consistency of artifacts across 
stakeholders. A primary benefit of DE is to improve the quality of the product as it moves from phase to 
phase. As many of these artifacts are not the actual product, it is important to maintain a formal process 
to assess their quality at each phase. DE/MBSSE measures should recognize relationships between phases 
as a component of the measurement construct and specification. 

5. DE MEASUREMENT CAUSAL MODEL – WHAT MEASURES SHOULD WE TRACK? 

The goal of this portion of the research was to evaluate the potential benefits from previous research in 
a structured way in order to make the most of the limited measures that might be recommended in the 
framework. A causal map is the main artifact that we used to select measures, based on the precedence 
in the Performance Measurement field. A causal map is essentially a “directed graph representing 
perceptions of situations as statements (nodes) connected by causal links.31 Causal maps are used in a 
variety of different contexts and as such have different methods used to create them.32 Causal models 

 
29 ISO/IEC/IEEE 15288:2015 Systems and software engineering — System life cycle processes 
30 portions adapted from https://www.ibm.com/docs/en/urbancode-release/6.1.1?topic=lifecycles-phases-gates 
31 Ackermann, F., & Alexander, J. (2016). Researching complex projects: Using causal mapping to take a systems 
perspective. International Journal of Project Management, 34(6), 891-901. 
32 Narayanan, V., & Armstrong, D. J. (2004). Causal mapping for research in information technology: IGI Global. 
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have been used throughout the performance measurement field to determine true drivers of 
performance.33,34,35,36 

Development process 

There are two main components of the causal map that need to be determined: the nodes and the causal 
links between them. The methodology we have used to determine these two components is described 
below: 

1. Select nodes 
2. Develop causal links 
3. Seek validation from SMEs 

Select nodes. The first step in the process was to select potential metric candidates. These were 
represented as the different nodes in the causal map. The data source for this causal map was text-based. 
These types of causal maps are “developed from documents or transcripts created for another purpose”.32 
The components of the causal model that represent candidate metrics were obtained through two 
sources: a literature review on MBSE benefits and an MBSE survey that evaluated adoption enablers and 
inhibitors of success. The expected benefits of MBSE were the initial nodes used to create the causal 
model. After the first version of the map was developed, it was apparent that there were some influential 
factors that were missing in the causal chains related to enabling factors to adoption. Many of these 
enabling factors fit into the natural progression of the causal map. 

Develop causal links. Once the potential metric candidates were determined, the causal relationships 
between them were mapped out. Because the data source for this map is text-based, the causal 
relationships are typically not implicitly stated in the original literature. The authors of this paper utilized 
the sources mentioned previously and knowledge of the MBSE process from experience and literature to 
hypothesize the causal relationships between the nodes. In this way, the causal map captures the 
cognitive structures or beliefs of the authors, rather than those who had created the original sources for 
the data.32 

 The form we have used to represent the causal map is a diagram, where causal concepts are linked to 
effect concepts through directed arrows. The causal mapping was conducted using the software NodeXL. 
This software enables streamlined organization and management of the causal map. It also includes 
analysis of the map for several different variables including centrality measures which was useful in 
determining critical nodes. 

Seek validation from SMEs. When the research team reached a consensus on the causal map, validation 
from outside subject-matter experts was sought out. The government/industry/academic Digital 
Engineering Measures Working Group provided the subject matter experts. Feedback was obtained 

 
33 Keats, B. W., & Hitt, M. A. (1988). A causal model of linkages among environmental dimensions, macro 
organizational characteristics, and performance. Academy of management journal, 31(3), 570-598. 
34 Lebas, M. J. (1995). Performance measurement and performance management. International journal of 
production economics, 41(1-3), 23-35. 
35 Othman, R. (2006). Balanced scorecard and causal model development: preliminary findings. Management 
Decision. 
36 Schmidt, F. L., & Hunter, J. E. (1992). Development of a causal model of processes determining job performance. 
Current directions in psychological science, 1(3), 89-92. 
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verbally as a result of the SMEs being walked through the causal map in detail by the research team. 
Screenshots of different paths of the causal map were presented in Microsoft PowerPoint as well as a 
holistic view of the whole map. Displaying the map in different portions that were related assisted in the 
readability of the map, especially for those who were looking at the map for the first time. 

 

Figure 11. SME Validation Example. 

 If the feedback obtained in this step identified changes that should be made to the map, then the team 
returned to the previous steps. This process continued iterating until final consensus between the 
research team and SMEs was reached. 

Resulting Model 

The initial structure of the causal map is as follows. The starting nodes that the causal map developed 
from are those benefits that come directly from the improved capability or additional features of MBSSE 
(see Table 2). These can also be seen as the actionable benefits or what could be directly influenced. These 
benefits served as the origin points for the map. From these top-level benefits stem the secondary 
benefits which are the effects/result of those top benefits. These include those potential metrics that are 
typically of interest to managers and other stakeholders (e.g., cost, quality, etc.). This structure is critical 
because benefits from MBSSE should originate from the improved features MBSSE provides over 
document-based SE. 

Table 2. Benefits of MBSE that come directly from implementation. 

Direct Benefits Definition 

Higher level support for 
automation 

Use of tools and methods that automate previously manual tasks and 
decisions 

Early V&V Moving tasks into earlier development phases that would have required 
effort in later phases 

Reusability Reusing existing data, models, and knowledge in new development 

Increased traceability Formally linking requirements, design, test, etc. through models 

Strengthened testing Using data and models to increase test coverage in any phase 
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Direct Benefits Definition 

Better accessibility of 
information (ASOT) 

Increasing access to digital data and models to more people involved in 
program decisions 

Higher level support for 
integration 

Using data and models to support both the integration of information 
and system integration tasks 

Multiple viewpoints of 
model 

Presentation of data and models in the language and context of those 
that need access 

 

 

Figure 12. Final Version of the Causal Map. 

Figure 12 shows the final version of the causal map developed after several iterations of review. The top 
row of nodes in green are the benefits that come directly from the improved capability or additional 
features of MBSSE. The remaining nodes in gray are the secondary or resulting benefits. The nodes that 
represent the adoption factors are blue in the causal map. Adding these adoption factors changed the 
structure from a single direction flow to a large feedback loop. Using MBSSE methods and tools leads to 
demonstrated results, which convinces leadership of its value. This leads to higher investment in tools 
which will affect the top-level benefits. Then the use of these MBSSE capabilities leads to the secondary 
or outcome benefits which again demonstrates results to leadership. 
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Causal map analysis 

An initial visual analysis was conducted of the causal map to determine key nodes. This was first conducted 
by isolating each direct benefit causal chain and identifying the important nodes in each. Further visual 
analysis of the full causal map is shown in Table 3. This table reports the nodes that had at least four links 
moving into the node (In-Degree) or leaving the node (Out-Degree). 

Table 3. Nodes ranked based on number of links to other nodes. 

In-Degree Out-Degree 

Improved system quality 7 Better accessibility of information 8 

Improved system understanding 6 Project methods and processes 8 

Improved system design 5 Easy to make changes 5 

Reduce time 5 Multiple views of model 5 

Increased consistency 5 Greater use of tools 5 

Increased stakeholder involvement 5 Increased traceability 5 

Reduce errors 5 Improved system understanding 4 

Improved collaboration 4 Early V&V 4 

Increased confidence 4 Improved collaboration 4 

Better decision making 4 Reduce rework 4 

Better knowledge management/ 

capture 
4 

People in model 

building/managing roles 
4 

People willing to use tools 4   

 
Further quantitative analysis was conducted on the entire causal model. Eigenvector centrality and 
PageRank are two different methods of measuring the influence or importance of a node on the map. The 
top ranked nodes from each of these methods are shown in Table 4. The shaded cells in both tables 
indicate benefits that were consistently ranked in the causal map using various approaches. 

Table 4. Nodes Ranked based on Centrality Measures. 

Eigenvector Centrality PageRank 

Improved system understanding 0.063 Improved system understanding 2.006 

Improved collaboration 0.055 Better accessibility of info (ASOT) 1.905 

Better accessibility of info (ASOT) 0.048 Reduce time 1.869 

Better knowledge management/capture 0.047 Project methods and processes 1.856 

Project methods and processes 0.042 Improved system quality 1.776 

Increased stakeholder involvement 0.038 Easy to make changes 1.658 

Easy to make changes 0.038 Improved collaboration 1.565 

Multiple viewpoints of model 0.037 Increased traceability 1.460 
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Increased traceability 0.037 Better knowledge management/capture 1.445 

Better data management/ capture 0.035 Reduce errors 1.376 

 
further analysis 

Table 5. Primary Benefits, Direct and Secondary Measures. 

Primary Benefits  Direct Measure Example Secondary Measures 

Higher level support 
for automation 

Product Automation Deployment Lead Time, Efficiency, 
Effort, Deployment Lead Time, Cost 

Early Verification and 
Validation (V&V) 

Model Review Item Discrepancies Defect Resolution, Rework, 
Deployment Lead Time 

Strengthened Testing Defect Detection, Defect 
Resolution (by phase) 

Rework, Deployment Lead Time 

Better Accessibility of 
Information (ASOT) 

ASOT Frequency of Access Deployment Lead Time, Runtime 
Performance, Number of Consumers of 
the ASOT 

Increased Traceability Model Traceability Functional Architecture Completeness 
and Volatility, Functional Correctness, 
Product Size 

Multiple Model 
Viewpoints 

Number of Model Views/Artifacts Efficiency, Runtime Performance, 
Model Review Item Discrepancies 

Reusability Model Reuse Automation, Model Traceability 

Higher Level of 
Support for 
Integration 

Deployment Lead Time Functional Correctness, Efficiency 
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6. ANALYSIS AND VALIDATION 

The project conducted several efforts to validate the causal model. Due to the lack of programs actually 
conducting quantitative measurement, this was primarily a conceptual validation. The analysis had four 
components: conceptual mapping of the full PSM ICM measurement framework, conversion of the 
conceptual mapping to a Goal-Question-Measure framework, validation of the causal model with limited 
literature review and stakeholder interviews, and evaluation of existing tool capabilities for measurement. 

Conceptual Mapping of the full PSM ICM Measurement Framework 

A mapping of this framework to potential measures was completed using the ICM Table which focuses on 
information needs and associated measures. Details of this mapping are shown in Figures 13-18. In these 
figures, blue nodes indicate core DE/MBSSE concepts in the framework, yellow nodes are the information 
driven questions from the ICM table, and green nodes are potential measures. Not all of these measures 
are likely to be included in the initial DE Measurement Framework publication, but the goal of this analysis 
was to produce a comprehensive mapping. 

These maps were used as the comparison framework for interacting with program offices and their 
measurement experience and found to be well-aligned (in the few programs we have found actually using 
a DE measurement plan). The visualization of the relationship between DE concepts and DE measures 
turned out to be a useful approach to understand the whole DE Measurement Framework. 

 

Figure 13. Measures related to Accessibility of Information. 

System models link together discipline specific models in the ASOT providing a unique opportunity to 
support sharing of information and knowledge transfer across multidisciplinary teams. The research 
reviewed existing knowledge management measurement frameworks to derive potential quantitative 
measures of this information transfer. Working within the same models allows various stakeholders to 
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access, view, and update information more effectively. Changes to data or models are disseminated across 
the entire system in real time, which increases the capacity for communication and collaboration amongst 
stakeholders. The purpose of this measure is to evaluate how well these processes are occurring.  

For the purposes of measurement constructs and specification, stakeholders who are interacting with the 
model should be defined using three separate terms. Disciplines with refer to those who are part of the 
development of the model through the generation of information. Stakeholders will represent those who 
will review the model and provide feedback but are not responsible for the design or development itself. 
Authorities will refer to those in the discipline and stakeholder categories who are responsible for 
approving the model and information. 

Information is generated and input into the system model by those disciplines involved in development. 
This information can be accessed by other disciplines and stakeholders, who can also provide feedback 
on that information. The information flows to the disciplines and stakeholders are reciprocal. A select 
number of people in both the discipline and stakeholder groups are designated as authorities who need 
to certify that the data/models/information are correct. The information flow from the authorities back 
to the ASOT represents the designation of information as certified. 

Measurement constructs would be associated with the information accesses and flows into and out of 
the ASOT. Each discipline might have an interface or channel into the ASOT, and the links or model 
elements associated with those channels might reflect the quality of that information flow. Measuring all 
stakeholders actively using the ASOT is an important leading indicator of DE/MBSSE transformation, as 
well as number of artifacts accessed and frequency of access. 

 

 

Figure 14. Measures related to Effort, Rework, and Change Management. 

Effort is a critical base measure in the measurement framework. Effort is associated with the initial 
development of model elements in the ASOT as well as any change activity associated with those 
elements. Effort should be measured in association with base effort as well as system change activities 
and rework associated with defects. One might expect the base effort for a project to increase with the 
initial development of models but change effort and rework effort should be reduced from non-MBSSE 
processes. In addition, Product Lead Time can be reduced with these processes. 
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Figure 15. Measures related to Review Processes and Defect Tracking. 

Life-cycle concepts drive the DE measurement framework. programs and enterprises should have life-
cycle process models that decompose development and baseline change activities into phases with 
established processes for phase-based reviews and decision processes. These review processes should 
exist to identify and correct defects in the models and the associated products as early as possible. A key 
goal of DE/MBSSE is to improve defect discovery and resolution in early phases of a development or 
change activity. A primary outcome measure is successful release of the product, with improved quality, 
consistency, and timeliness. There are a number of potential measures that can be quantified in these 
phase-driven processes, as indicated in the figure. 

 

 

Figure 16. Measures related to Quality and Traceability. 
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Most of the MBSSE related tools inherently support traceability of the relationships between model 
elements in the system model. This leads to an opportunity to quantify both model related size and 
potentially metrics associated with overall product or program size. Model traceability and traceability 
discrepancies are natural measures in these tools. Potential opportunities exist to also quantify some of 
the more valuable knowledge related activities in MBSSE related to Functional Completeness, Functional 
Correctness, and Functional Change or Volatility drivers. In the longer term, measures related to model 
quality should be pursued, but maturity in the tools and processes will need to increase. 

 

 

Figure 17. Measures related to Automation and Reuse. 

Automation and Reuse have a direct impact toward reducing Effort and Product Lead Time. Both are 
dependent on the relation between artifacts in the ASOT. 

 

 

Figure 18. Measures relate to Digital Infrastructure. 

Although the digital infrastructure might be taken for granted, it will be important for programs and 
enterprises to measure certain aspects of the performance of the infrastructure. Foremost is the number 
of people that are sufficiently trained to work with the digital and model-based artifacts in all roles. The 
general maturity of the infrastructure and workforce is an important overall assessment. The INCOSE 
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Model-Based Capabilities Matrix and User Guide provides a rigorous approach to assess maturity.37 The 
U.S. Air Force has also released an Air Force Digital Maturity Guide and is formally assessment their 
program offices.38  

In addition, as complexity of a product baseline increases, the runtime performance of the modeling and 
analysis tools can become critical with respect to Efficiency and Product Lead Time. The Runtime 
Performance measurement information specification was added to the DE Measurement Framework 
after consideration of the importance of the model runtime infrastructure and performance. 

GQM table – Discussion 

The mapping exercise in effect created an initial goal question metrics (GQM) graph which provides an 
additional approach to measurement definition. The GQM model provides an alternative way to visualize 
the results of the causal model, DE measurement framework, and the mappings. GQM is a structured 
approach to align program and enterprise strategy to organizational measurement systems.39 A 
measurement system should be created by the enterprise based on specific business goals, and selection 
of measures should be aligned with goals. The goal of GQM is a systematic approach to selection of 
measures.40 Because there are many potential measures in the DE Measurement Framework, a strategic 
selection approach is recommended. 

The GQM approach starts with a goal that identifies a desirable outcome that will be tracked using 
measurement. Each goal is broken down into questions that state different issues related to that goal. 
Finally, potential metrics are identified that could be used to answer those questions. The mappings in 
the previous section did not identify specific goals, these would need to be determined by the enterprise 
strategy. However, goals were derived for this analysis based on the eight primary benefits and used to 
show the linkage between primary benefits and measures. 

This approach provides an additional means to organize the potential measures/metrics discussed in this 
study. The key benefits that were identified from the causal model served as the goals. The information 
needs and questions developed in the DE Measurement Framework and mapping were sorted based on 
which goal they would help address. Additionally, the potential metrics that were brainstormed were also 
sorted based on which questions they would help answer. Questions and metrics could be used in multiple 
goals, as per the GQM approach.  

Table X provides a full GQM reference for the primary benefits and measures evaluated in this research. 
For example, the first entry in the table is the primary benefit “better accessibility of information.” This 
was converted into the goal “Improve the accessibility of information for everyone involved in the system” 
using the GQM framework. 

 

 

 

 
37 Hale, J. and Hoheb, A., INCOSE Model-Based Capabilities Matrix and User’s Guide, V. 1.0, January 2020. 
38 Air Force Digital Maturity Guide, v. 1.0. 
39 Basili, V., Caldiera, G., Rombach, H., The Goal Question Metric Approach, Encyclopedia of Software Engineering, 
Vol. 1, J.C. Marciniak, ed., John Wiley & Sons, New York, 1994, pp. 528-532. 
40 Becker, S. and Bostelman, M., “Aligning Strategic and Project Measurement Systems,” IEEE Software, May/June 
1999. 
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Table 6. Goal-Question-Measure Mapping. 

Goal                  Purpose 
                          Issue 
                          Object (process) 
                          Viewpoint 

Improve 
The accessibility of  
Information 
for everyone involved in the system 

Question Are all stakeholders accessing the data/models for review? 

Metrics # of people using models 
# of people requiring artifacts outside the ASOT 

Question How effectively can we access and share information across 
stakeholders? 

Metrics # consumers of the ASOT 
# of review views/artifacts 
Frequency of access (by org) 

Question How effectively can we access and share information across 
disciplines? 

Metrics # interfaces/ channels to ASOT 
# links added/ updated 
Frequency of access (by org) 

 

Goal                  Purpose 
                          Issue 
                          Object (process) 
                          Viewpoint 

Improve 
The ability to detect  
Errors/ defects 
In the system 

Question Are we containing defects into earlier phases? 

Metrics Defect detection and resolution (by phase) 

Question Are reviews effective in finding errors? 

Metrics Defect detection and resolution (by phase) 
# of model review item discrepancies 

Question Are DE processes reducing defects? 

Metrics Defect detection and resolution (total) 

Question Is product quality improved using DE methods? 

Metrics Successful releases 

 
Goal                  Purpose 
                          Issue 
                          Object (process) 
                          Viewpoint 

Improve 
The quality of 
Collaboration Between stakeholders 
For everyone involved in the system 

Question How effectively can we access and share information across 
stakeholders? 

Metrics # consumers of the ASOT 
# of review views/artifacts 
Frequency of access (by org) 

Question How effectively can we access and share information across 
disciplines? 
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Metrics # interfaces/ channels to ASOT 
# links added/ updated 
Frequency of access (by org) 

 
Goal                  Purpose 
                          Issue 
                          Object (process) 
                          Viewpoint 

Improve 
The understanding of 
The system 
For all users and stakeholders 

Question How many people are trained to the appropriate levels for DE 
based on role? 

Metrics # of people trained 
Effectiveness of training 

Question Are all stakeholders accessing the data/models for review? 

Metrics # of people using models 
# of people requiring artifacts outside the ASOT 

 
Goal                  Purpose 
                          Issue 
                          Object (process) 
                          Viewpoint 

Reduce 
The amount of 
Effort required to create and maintain the system 
For users and developers  

Question What is the distribution of labor and cost for model-driven 
development by activity of phase vs. traditional methods 

Metrics Labor/cost distribution across lifecycle phases 

Question How much of the DE design and development process can be 
automated to reduce effort and shorten cycle times? 

Metrics # or % of DE tasks automated 

Question How much effort can be saved through automation? 

Metrics Effort 

 
Goal                  Purpose 
                          Issue 
                          Object (process) 
                          Viewpoint 

Increase 
The ease of 
Making changes to system information 
For all stakeholders 

Question How efficiently can we assess the impact of and implement 
changes? 

Metrics Change backlog 
Change request cycle time 

 
Goal                  Purpose 
                          Issue 
                          Object (process) 
                          Viewpoint 

Reduce 
The amount of 
Rework to correct errors/ defects 
In the system 

Question Are we containing defects into earlier phases? 

Metrics Defect resolution (by phase) 

Question How much effort is spent reworking defects? 

Metrics Product Lead Time to assess and complete a change 
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Effort to assess and complete a change 

Question Is rework effort using DE methods less than traditional methods 
(particularly post-delivery) 

Metrics # of Failed releases 

 
Goal                  Purpose 
                          Issue 
                          Object (process) 
                          Viewpoint 

Reduce 
The amount of 
Time spent  
By developers and users 

Question How quickly can we deploy new capabilities to the field? 

Metrics Product Lead Time 
% design time vs. production time 

Question Are DE processes reducing review times? 

Metrics # approvals completed in review 
Amount of review data captured digitally 

Question What is the extent of artifact reuse across the enterprise? 

Metrics Reuse metric (not yet defined in the framework) 

Question How much of the DE design and development process can be 
automated to reduce effort and shorten cycle times? 

Metrics # or % of DE tasks automated 

Question How much task time can be saved due to automation? 

Metrics Effort and cost (labor hours) 
Product Lead Time 

 
Goal                  Purpose 
                          Issue 
                          Object (process) 
                          Viewpoint 

Improve 
The quality of 
Traceability across elements 
Of the system 

Question What # of elements have been modeled v. planned? 

Metrics Model Size  

Question What % of functions are allocated to system model elements? 

Metrics Functional completeness 

Question What is the extent of coverage and traceability across model 
elements? 

Metrics Functional Correctness 
# traceability discrepancies 

Question Are designs more complete and reliable using DE approaches? 

Metrics Model quality? (not yet defined in the framework) 

 

Model Validation by Literature Review 

Measurement of DE and MBSSE remains in its early stages. This effort found only one publication of a 
measurement example with sufficient detail to support validation of the causal model. At this point there 
are very few developmental and sustainment programs that are implementing a DE/MBSSE formal 
measurement program, and fewer that are publishing results to the community on their measurement 
results. Most of the benefits of DE/MBSSE remain perceived not measured, and the Working Group’s 
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efforts to define measurement specifications remain a consensus view of “where do I start” not yet “what 
are the most valuable.”  

The one publicly reported effort to quantitatively measure the benefits of DE and MBSSE was published 
in 2021 by the U.S. Navy Submarine Warfare Federated Tactical Systems (SWFTS) program.41 The SWFTS 
program has been transitioning from a document-centric SE process to a model-based process over the 
past decade. The publication quantified a positive return on investment from this transition based on 
several quantitative measurement activities. The authors make several conclusions about DE/MBSSE 
based on the metrics they took/calculated. First, the MBSSE process was more efficient than the legacy 
process, specifically with regard to the effort needed to modify and configuration-manage interface 
requirements. Second, interface defects were discovered earlier when it is typically less expensive to fix. 
Third, MBSSE produced a higher quality product, in terms of total number of defects found. Finally, the 
authors determined that a positive project cost ROI was achieved from the investment to use MBSE. These 
are summarized in Figure 19 which is from the report. The authors also note additional qualitative and 
observed benefits throughout. 

 

Figure 19. SWFTS Quantified Benefits (Rogers & Mitchell, p. 18). 

SWFTS is a common set of mission hardware and software that has been fielded across multiple submarine 
classes and multiple baselines since 1998. To date, the program reported 18 total baseline releases to 104 
total submarines. The program moved to a common requirements model in 2009 with baseline 10 and to 
a full MBSSE model in 2011 with baseline 12. Figure 20 from the report describes this progression. The 
report discusses the baseline change process and the realized quantitative benefits of the full MBSSE 
process over the equivalent requirements only process. Since moving to the MBSSE process, the paper 

 
41 Rogers, E. and Mitchell, S., “Submarine Warfare Federated Tactical Systems (SWFTS) program,” Systems 
Engineering, 2021: 1-24. 
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reported a 37% decrease in fielded product trouble reports, a 9% decrease in overall problem reports, an 
18% increase in “saves” or problems discovered in earlier phases, and an 18% decrease in total SE effort 
hours. 

 

Figure 20. SWFTS Baseline Progression (Rogers & Mitchell, p. 18). 

SWFTS quantified these primary benefits: of Increased Traceability, Early V&V and Strengthened Testing, 
Support for Integration, and Automation. The work demonstrated measurement approaches related to 
Product Automation, Efficiency, Model Traceability, Functional Completeness, Functional Correctness, 
Defect Detection and Defect Resolution, Product Size (of baseline changes), and Effort. These measures 
were coupled to the organizations financial (effort, cost and schedule) tracking systems to establish the 
comparative benefits shown. 

Figure 21 shows the causal relationships found in the paper that were also in the causal model. A 
requirements model supports traceability and consistency. Because the relationships between elements 
are better captured in models, more defects were discovered in the legacy SE products, which were used 
to build the model. This is one example of how Improved traceability can lead to Reduced errors (defects). 
Another one of the metrics calculated in this study was efficiency. The program compared the number of 
labor hours to how many interface requirements were updated. They found in the legacy process, the 
number of SE hours per requirement was 12.1, which reduced to 9.9 hours/requirement using MBSE. 
Using the causal model, you can trace the origins that contribute to this change in efficiency. The key 
contributors to effort and time are: Reduce SE burden, Reduce rework, and Easy to make changes. This is 
essentially caused by two main factors. First is a system that is easier to manage and make changes. 
Second is the reduction of errors and defects that need to be addressed and fixed. 
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Figure 21. Causal Map Relationships Validated by the SWFTS Report. 

Another metric that was tracked was when defects were discovered. The program found that defects 
were found earlier in testing and integration phases using MBSE. Specifically, they found 18 % of defects 
were found earlier during lab integration instead of platform testing. The direct benefits Strengthened 
testing, Higher level support for Integration, and Early V&V all contribute to this aspect of reduced defects. 
Once again, the causal model can be used to show these relationships. Defects were found earlier in the 
system lifecycle when they are easier to fix. This reduces the effort and time needed to rework those 
defects. 

Although this is only one study of the application of DE Measures, it referenced all eight primary benefits 
and demonstrated a number of causal relationships in our model.   

Application of Systems Engineering Leading Indicators 

The focus on data and models as a foundation to deployed products and services, and the means to 
instrument and measure the workflow, provide an opportunity to strengthen the systems engineering 
process. The Systems Engineering Leading Indicators Guide, published by INCOSE, identified a set of 
measures to assess the effectiveness of the systems engineering process.42 Despite the maturity of these 
indicators, few complete examples of actual measurement exist, primarily due to the lack of tools that 

 
42 Massachusetts Institute of Technology, INCOSE, and PSM, Systems Engineering Leading Indicators Guide, v. 2.0, 
International Council on Systems Engineering, 2010. 
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can quantitatively track these measures. With DE and MBSSE, much of the systems engineering process 
moves from standalone documents to integrated software tools.  

The causal model and related measures offered the opportunity to define a digital infrastructure to 
quantitatively measure the effectiveness of systems engineering. Important quantitative measures 
supporting selected leading indicators include: 

• Requirements Trends: Model Traceability, Functional Architecture Completeness & Volatility 

• System Definition Change Backlog Trends: Rework, Effort, Efficiency 

• Interface Trends: Model Traceability, Functional Architecture Completeness & Volatility 

• Requirements Verification & Validation Trends: Deployment Lead Time, Efficiency 

• Work Product Approval Trends: Number of Model Views/Artifacts, Deployment Lead Time 

• Review Action Closure Trends: Model Review Item Discrepancies 

• Defect & Error Trends: Defect Detection, Defect Resolution, Rework 

• Technical Measurement Trends: ASOT Frequency of Access 

• Architecture Trends: Functional Architecture Completeness and Volatility, Functional 
Correctness, Product Size 

• Cost & Schedule Pressure: Efficiency, Rework, Deployment Lead Time 

• Facility & Equipment Availability Trends: Runtime Performance 

• Staffing and Skills Trends: Training and skill attainment measures, People Willing to Use Tools 
 
A leading indicator is composed of a measurement information model, a condition for deployment, and a 
predicted behavior.42 At this point the community is formalizing the measurement information models, 
but as can be seen from the literature, remains a long way from mature prediction models. However, the 
SE Leading Indicators provide some guidance on prediction models to build from based on experience in 
the SE community. 

 

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDED FUTURE RESEARCH 

This and prior research indicates that the SE community is gaining a much greater understanding of the 
opportunity to quantify DE/MBSSE measures, but actual implementation, lessons learned, and experience 
remain in early stages of practice. The DE/MBSSE community continues to search for a starting point for 
measures. This research to categorize MBSSE benefits and the resultant causal model, as well as the initial 
draft DE measurement framework, will provide a baseline for programs to begin focused efforts on 
measurement and quantification of benefits. The digital transformation and shift from document-based 
to model-based artifacts offer a great opportunity to quantify and expand the application of systems 
engineering to complex projects. 

DE/MBSSE tools support some of the quantitative data needed to collect and analyze these measures. For 
example, a core focus of current MBSE tools is traceability, and most offer the means to measure Model 
Traceability directly. From this, Functional Completeness and Volatility as well as Functional Correctness 
can be derived. Also modeling tools all define model elements which can be directly converted to Product 
Size, although the definition of elements varies from tool to tool, and additional experience is needed on 
the most valuable model element relationships to measure. Most of the MBSSE tools surveyed provide 
configuration management support but do not directly support quality measures such as Defect 
Resolution and Rework. However, programs can today build the digital infrastructure to support tracking 
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of these measures through tool integration standards and features. As the maturity of DE/MBSSE 
measurement practice increases, this initial baseline measurement framework and underlying causal 
measurement model will continue to inform the community. 

One goal of this research was to work with programs to support implementation of a DE measurement 
process. We were not able to find a program in the period of performance of this research task that could 
support evaluation of a full measurement model and evaluation cycle. The community needs to share 
data and lessons learned in this process, as it will take some time for these measures to evolve across the 
community. 

The DE Measurement Framework has not yet been published and will not release a draft for review until 
early 2022. The research team will continue to support this effort at least through draft release and 
comment periods. Additional research is recommended to help mature the framework, particularly 
through direct participation in a government pilot effort. 
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PROJECT TIMELINE & TRANSITION PLAN 

1. What is the long-term transition goal for the research if continued? 

DoD program offices and potentially all enterprises are struggling at this point to define the value of Digital 
Engineering in a measurable way. Because the artifacts of DE are digitally captured in standard sources of 
truth data, the opportunities to better measure systems development processes with DE should be at 
hand. However, little progress in this area has been made to date. This research classified a set of metrics 
for DE. As with other digital transformation activities, standard best practice metrics will evolve over time. 
This research should be used to guide that evolution.  

2. List the potential tools, guides, educational units, or other artifacts that resulted from this research 
that might be used by external sponsors if the long-term transition goals are met? 

The research contributed to the draft Digital Engineering Measurement Framework to be published by 
Practical Software and Systems Measurement, the Aerospace Industries Association, the National Defense 
Industrial Association, and the International Council on Systems Engineering. This specification will be 
published in early 2022. 

3. Did you identify any transition partners? Are there other advocates or potential adopters of this 
research? 

Transition was into the draft Digital Engineering Measurement Framework. As this document matures it 
will be used for transition of this work. 

4. Was the research piloted with a potential transition partner? Are there others who would conduct 
pilot use of the research if fully funded? 

Because of the limited actual use of digital engineering measures at this time, no program was found to 
actually conduct transition activities. 
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